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When A is a commutative algebra over a fixed commutative ring k, the
Ž Ž . .Hochschild complex C# A , b can be endowed with a product, the
Ž Ž . .so-called shuffle product, so that C# A , b is a commutative differential
w x Ž .graded algebra Lo ; the homology of this complex, denoted HH# A is,
by definition, the Hochschild homology of A, and it inherits a structure of
Ž . Ž .commutative graded algebra over HH A s A. As HH A is canonically0 1
identified with V1 , the module of Kahler differentials of the k-algebraÈA r k
A, there is a natural homomorphism of graded A-algebras:
g : VU s L V1 “ HH# A .Ž .A r k A A r k
When A is finitely generated over a perfect field and smooth, the famous
w xtheorem by Hochschild, Kostant, and Rosenberg H-K-R asserts that g is
an isomorphism. Since V1 is an A-module of finite type, this impliesA r k
Ž .that HH# A is an A-algebra of finite type.
w xMany people A-V, BACH, M-R, Ro have proved a sort of converse of
this statement: they show that if A is not smooth, the Hochschild homol-
Ž .ogy groups HH A are nonzero for an infinite sequence of integers.n
Few results have been established on the structure of the A-algebra
Ž . w xHH# A when A is not smooth. It has been remarked V4 that, for a
hypersurface in C P n with only zero as isolated singularities, then the
Ž .product of two elements of HH# A of degrees large enough is always
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zero. This supports the following conjecture:
Conjecture. Let A be a finitely generated commutative algebra which is
Ž .not smooth. Then HH# A is not finitely generated as an A-algebra.
In this paper, we prove the following:
THEOREM A. Let A be a commutati¤e algebra of finite type o¤er a
characteristic zero field. We assume that A is isomorphic to the quotient of a
w xpolynomial algebra k X , . . . , X by an ideal generated by a regular sequence1 m
Ž .f , . . . , f , where the X ha¤e a strictly positi¤e weight and the f are1 r i j
Ž .homogeneous for the induced gradation. Then HH# A is not finitely gener-
ated as an A-algebra.
THEOREM B. Let A be a commutati¤e algebra satisfying the hypothesis of
Ž .Theorem A. Then the product of m q 1 elements in HH# A of odd degrees
is always zero.
The methods used to prove Theorems A and B come from the tech-
niques of minimal models in rational homotopy theory, they rely on
w xarguments coming from differential graded algebra B-V . They are briefly
wrecalled in Section 1, where we show that the main theorem B-V,
xTheorem 2.4 can be improved, so that we get an isomorphism of algebras
between the Hochschild homology algebra and the homology of some
commutative differential graded algebra which is a generalization, to the
differential graded case, of the algebra of de Rham forms. Section 2 is
devoted to the proofs of Theorems A and B.
1. HOCHSCHILD HOMOLOGY OF A COMMUTATIVE
DIFFERENTIAL GRADED ALGEBRA
We denote by c.d.g.a. the category of commutative differential graded
w x Ž .algebras over a fixed field k B-V, Go . An object A, › is a graded algebra
A s [ A , › is a derivation of algebras of degree y1, with › 2 s 0,nnG 0
Ž . < b <=< a < < <and we assume that a.b s y1 b.a if a denotes the degree of
a g A. If V s [ V is a graded vector space, we denote by LV thennG 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .commutative graded algebra S [V [ E [V , where S [V is2 n 2 nq1 2 n
the polynomial algebra over the elements of V of even degrees and
Ž . ŽE [V is the exterior algebra over the elements of odd degrees. All2 nq1
.tensor products are over k if nothing is mentioned. We can extend easily
w xthe theory of Hochschild homology to the category c.d.g.a. Go, B-V, V2 .
Ž . Ž .A morphism f : A, › “ B, › is a morphism of algebras of degree 0
that commutes with the differentials. If the map induced in homology is an
isomorphism, we say that f is a quasi-isomorphism.
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A classical result asserts that if A is a commutative algebra, then there
Ž . Ž .exists a c.d.g.a. LV, › and a quasi-isomorphism r : LV, › “ A. We say
Ž .that LV, › is a model of A. Now we will establish a stronger form of
w x w xTheorem 2.4 of B-V , or Theorem 2.1 in V2 .
Ž .If LV, › is any c.d.g.a. over V s [ V , we define V s V forn n ny1nG 0
n g N* and V s [ V . Let d be the identity map of degree q1 V “ VnnG1
and the zero map V “ 0. We extend d to an algebra differential of degree
Ž .q1 on V s L V [ V s LV m LV. We define a bigradation V suchp q
that
0 if p - 0 or q - 0,
V sp q p½ LV [ L V , if p G 0 andq G 0.Ž . pqq
Ž .In fact, we have d: V ; V . We define also a differential d :p q pq1, q
V “ V byp q p, qy1
d s › , d d q d› s 0.<LV
Ž . Ž .We recall that the bigraded Hochschild complex of LV, › is C#, b q › ,
where C# s [ C , C s [ Cn n p qnG 0 pqqsn
C s [ LV m LV ??? m LV ,Ž . Ž . Ž . ii i pp q 0 1
Ž . Ž .where the sum is extended to the p q 1 -tuples i , . . . , i such that0 p
i q ??? qi s q, b is the Hochschild boundary, and › is induced by the0 p
differential › on LV.
Ž .If A, › is a commutative differential graded algebra, the shuffle
Ž .product ) on C# A is defined by
a m a ??? m a ) aX m a ??? m aŽ . Ž .0 1 p 0 pq1 pqq
s " « s a aX m a y1 ??? m a y1 ,Ž .Ý 0 0 s Ž1. s Ž pqq.
where a g A, the sum Ý is extended to all the permutations s such thati
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .s 1 - ??? - s p and s p q 1 - ??? - s p q q , and "« s is the
w xKoszul sign Lo ; we will come back to its definition later. It is easy, but
Ž .tedious, to check that the differentials b and › on C# A are derivations
Ž .of graded algebras. This implies that HH# A, › is a commutative graded
Ž .algebra over H A, › .0
w x Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1.1 Go . If f : A, › “ B, › is a quasi-isomorphism in the
Ž . Ž . Ž .category c.d. g.a., then HH# f : HH# A, › “ HH# B, › is an isomor-
phism of algebras.
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Ž .COROLLARY 1.2. If LV, › is a model of a commutati¤e algebra A, then
Ž . Ž .we ha¤e an isomorphism of A-algebras between HH# LV, › and HH# A .
Ž .THEOREM 1.3. Let LV, › be a c.d. g.a. o¤er a characteristic zero field k.
Then the map u : C “ V defined byp, nyp p, nyp
1«
u a m a ??? m a s y1 = a da ??? da ,Ž .Ž .0 1 p 0 1 pp!
< < < <where a g LV, and « s a q a q ??? satisfies the following:i 1 3
Ž .1 u is a morphism of LV-algebras.
Ž .2 u ( b s 0, u (› s d (u .
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 H# u is an isomorphism of H# LV -algebras between
HH# LV , › and H# V , d .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Proof of Theorem 1.3. Part 2 and the fact that H# u is an isomor-
w x w xphism of complexes are proved in B-V or V4 .
It remains to prove part 1.
Ž .Put M s LV m V and denote by T M the tensor algebra constructedLV
on the LV-graded module M. It is well known that the shuffle product
Ž .denoted ) endows T M with a structure of LV-algebra.LV
p Ž . Ž . Ž .Here, we have T M s LV m V m LV m V m ??? mLV LV LV LV
Ž . Ž . Ž .LV m V p times and we identify it with LV m V m ??? m V p times .
Ž .After this identification, V is exactly T M rI, where I is generatedLV
Ž . < m1 <=< m2 <by the elements of the form m m m y y1 m m m , with1 LV 2 2 LV 1
m g M, m g M.1 2
Ž . Ž .If p is the quotient map T M “ T M rI, the Koszul sign isLV LV
defined such that
p "« s a m a y1 ??? m a y1 s p a m a ??? m a .Ž . Ž .Ž .0 s Ž1. s Ž pqq. 0 1 pqq
Ž . p Ž .Now we define m: C LV “ T M byp) LV
1«
m a m a ??? m a s y1 = a da m da ??? m da .Ž .Ž .0 1 p 0 1 LV 2 LV pp!
By construction,
p!q!
m x) y s m x )m yŽ . Ž . Ž .
p q q !Ž .
Ž . Ž .if x g C# LV , y g C# LV and we have u s p (m.
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An elementary calculation in combinatorics shows that
a s g S N s 1 - ??? - s p and s p q 1 - ??? - s p q qŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4pqq
p q q !Ž .
s ;
p!q!
Ž . Ž . Ž .this proves that u x) y s u x ? u y .
This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.3.
It follows from this theorem that the study of the algebra structure of
Ž . Ž .HH# A is equivalent to the study of the algebra structure of H# V, d ,
Ž .where V s LV m LV and LV, › is a model of A.
2. PROOFS OF THEOREMS A AND B
w x Ž . Ž .If A s k X , . . . , X r f , . . . , f , where f , . . . , f is a regular se-1 m 1 r 1 r
quence, the Koszul complex provides us a model for A of the form
Ž .LV m LV , › with0 1
m r
V s kX , V s ky , › y s f .[ [0 i 1 j j j
is1 js1
If each X has a positive weight and each f is homogeneous, we cani j
assume that f g V 2 ? LV .j 0 0
Following the definitions of Section 1, we put
V s LV m LV m LV m LV ,0 1 1 2
Ž .where V s [k X , V s [k y , d s 0, d y s yÝ › f r› X X .1 i 2 j <V j i j i i1
We have the following immediate result:
Ž .LEMMA 2.1. The quasi-isomorphism r : LV, › “ A defined by r is<LV0
Ž .the quotient map and r V s 0 induces an isomorphism of algebras1
Ž . Ž .H# V, d “ H# A m LV m LV , d , where the differential d on A m LV1 2 1
m LV is defined by2
d r m Id s r m Id d .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 2.2. HH# A is isomorphic to H# A m LV m LV , d as1 2
an A-algebra.
w xIn V2 , we have defined a decomposition of the nth Hochschild homol-
ogy group into n pieces and proved that it is the same as Gerstenhaber
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pw xand Loday's decomposition Lo . Precisely, we denote by L V the words of
p pŽ .length p in V s V [ V ; we have d A m L V ; A m L V; this gives1 2
pH A m LV , d s H A m LV , dŽ . Ž .[n n
0FpFn
with
p pH A m LV , d s H A m L V , d .Ž . Ž .n n
p i jŽ . Ž .If Z g A m L V s [ A m L V m L V , and Z / 0, we haven 1 2 niqjsp
i q j s p , i q 2 j s n.
This implies
pA m L V s 0, if p F n ,Ž . 2 nq1
pA m L V s 0, if p - n.Ž . 2 n
So we have
pH A m LV s 0, if p F n ,Ž .2 nq1
pH A m LV s 0, if p - n ,Ž .2 n
n nH A m LV s A m L V l Ker d .Ž . Ž .2 n 2
w xAll this is well known F-T, V3 .
LEMMA 2.3. If A satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem A, we ha¤e
n q nA m L V l Ker d ; A m L V ,Ž .2 2
where Aq is the ideal generated by the images of the X in the quotient algebra.i
nŽ .Proof. Suppose Z g A m L V l Ker d . We have2
i i1 rZ s a y ??? y ,Ý I 1 r
Ž .where a g A, I runs over all the r-tuples i , . . . , i with i q i q ??? qI 1 r 1 2
i s n. The condition dZ s 0 impliesr
› fhi i y1 i1 h r0 s a i y ??? y ??? y X .Ý Ý Ý I h 1 h r j› XjI 1FhFr 1FjFn
So we have
› fh
0 s aÝ Ž i , . . . , i q1, . . . , i .1 h r › Xjh
Ž .for all j, and all sequences i , . . . , i q 1, i such that i q ??? qi s n y 1.1 h r 1 r
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Ž .Assume that there exists a sequence I s i , i , . . . , i q 1, . . . , i such1 2 h r
that a s l q a9 with l g k*, a9 g Aq, then for all j, › f r› X would be aI h j
combination of the › f r› X , with the same coefficients.i j
w xThen the Euler formula for homogeneous polynomials in k X , . . . , X1 m
implies that f is a combination of the f ; this contradicts the hypothesish i
on the f .i
Let y be a generator of V , and y the corresponding generator of V .1 1 1 2
w x Ž .In previous papers S-V, A-V, V2 , the classes b in HH# A of cyclesn
nX ??? X y play a crucial role. These elements are not zero because of1 m 1
nqm Ž .the minimality of the model of A. They belong to H A m LV . We2 nqm
shall prove a stronger version of Theorem A.
THEOREM 2.4. Let A be a commutati¤e algebra satisfying the hypothesis of
Ž .Theorem A. Then, for any subalgebra of finite type of the A-algebra HH# A ,
the element b does not belong to it for n large enough.n
Now we prove Theorem 2.4.
Ž .Let B be a subalgebra of HH# A , and we assume that B is generated
by a finite number of elements a , . . . , a . We can assume that a g1 s i
p iŽ .H A m LV .ni
1 4 ŽFirst case. For all i g 1, . . . , s , p G n r2 q this is always true if ni i i2
.is odd .
We consider the classes b defined above; if b g B, then we haven n
k1 k 2 k s Ž . sb s Ýa a a ??? a with K s k , . . . , k g N , a g A.n K 1 2 s 1 s K
This implies 2n q m s Ýk n and n q m s Ýk p .i i i i
Ž .This gives m s 2 Ýk p y Ýk n G Ýk .i i i i i
Ž .But we have n q m s Ýk p G Ýk sup p .i i i i i
When n grows to infinity, then Ýk also, and this is is a contradictioni
with Ýk F m.i
Second case. We assume that the generators a , . . . , a of B are such1 s
n i  4that a g H for 1 F i F t, where t g 1, . . . , s is a fixed number.i 2 ni nWe consider again the classes b of the cycles X ??? X y we haven 1 m 1
n k k k k1 t tq1 sX ??? X y s Ýa C ??? C C ??? C q d C, where C is a cycle1 m 1 K 1 t tq1 s i
Ž .whose class in H# A m LV is a , and C g A m LV.i
qFrom Lemma 2.3, C g A m LV for 1 F i F t, and by the minimality ofi
q nd , d C g A m LV. Since X ??? X y g LV, we have a contradiction.1 m 1
Ž .Now we will prove nilpotence properties of the algebra HH# A . More
precisely, the following theorem is a reformulation of Theorem B.
THEOREM 2.5. Let A be a commutati¤e algebra o¤er a characteristic zero
w x Ž . w xfield with A s k X , . . . , X r f , . . . , f , where k X , . . . , X is a polyno-1 m 1 r 1 m
mial algebra, each X has a positi¤e weight, 1 F i F m, each f is homoge-i j
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Ž .neous for the induced gradation, 1 F j F r, the sequence f , . . . , f is1 r
Ž .2regular, and f g X , . . . , X . Then the product of m q 1 elements inj 1 m
Ž .HH# A of odd degrees is always zero.
w x pŽ .Proof. It relies on Theorem 4.1 of V2 , which asserts that HH A sn
pŽ .H A m LV s 0 if 2 p ) n q m.n
Ž . Ž .Let a , . . . , a be m q 1 elements of odd degrees in HH# A .1 mq1
pŽ . Ž .Consider the upper gradation of HH# A s [ H# A m LV , each a isip
a sum of elements Ýa with a g H#p . We have seen that if a gi, p i, p i, p
HH p , then p G n q 1. So we have2 n q1 ii
Pa ? a ? ??? ? a g H A m LV ,Ž .1 2 mq1 N
Ž . Ž .where N s Ý 2n q 1 s 2 Ýn q m q 1 and P G Ýn q m q 1. It suf-i i i
fices to remark that
2 P G 2 n q 2m q 2m q 2 G N q m q 1.Ž .Ý i
This implies that a ? a ? ??? ? a s 0.1 2 mq1
THEOREM 2.6. Let A be a commutati¤e algebra satisfying the hypothesis of
 Ž q. n 4 qTheorem 2.5 with r s m. Let n s sup n N A / 0 , where A is the0
ideal of A generated by the images of the X , and p s n q m. Then thei 0
Ä ÄŽ . Ž .product of p q 1 elements in HH# A is always zero, where HH# A s
Ž .HH# A rk.
Proof. It is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.5, Lemma 2.3, and the
pŽ . ŽŽ . .nullity of H A m LV if p - E n q 1 r2 .n
COROLLARY 2.7. Let A be a commutati¤e algebra satisfying the hypothesis
Ž .of Theorem 2.6. Then HH# A is a nilpotent A-algebra, and it is not finitely
generated.
w xRemark 2.8. Herzog He conjectures that, if a k-algebra of finite type
is not a locally complete intersection, then the Andre]Quillen homologyÂ
Ž .groups H k, A, A are not zero for an infinite sequence of integers. It isn
1w x Ž . Ž .implicit, in Qui , that for n G 2 H k, A, A s H A m LV, d . Sinceny1 n
U Ž .H# A m LV, d is a graded algebra for the upper gradation, it is immedi-
1Ž .ate that any element in H A m LV, d is necessarily a generator of then
Ž .A-algebra H# A m LV, d . Thus, Herzog's conjecture implies that if A is
a k-algebra of finite type which is not a locally complete intersection, then
Ž .HH# A is not finitely generated as an A-algebra.
w xRemark 2.9. If we examine closely the proof of Theorem 4.1 of V1 , we
see that if A is a commutative algebra of finite type, with a gradation
n 0 1 Ž q. 2 Ž qA s [ A , with A s k, A s 0, and A s 0 where A snG 0
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n. Ž .[ A , then the sequence dim H A m V, d grows exponentially. Ask nn) 0
a trivial consequence, we have Herzog's conjecture and the fact that
Ž .HH# A is not finitely generated as an A-algebra.
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